Fox Class Summer Term 2017
We travelled to Easton and Otley
College for our class trip to
consolidate our learning about
animals. We also got to see, ask
questions and even touch some of
the animals on the farm.

We learnt about farm animals, small
rodents, reptiles, fish, amphibians
and birds. We learnt about what
some of them liked to eat and their
sleeping habits.

In Maths we worked on
applying the skills we learnt
this year. We made
predictions about different
shape structures, used
directional language to
navigate around obstacle
courses, solved word
problems involving division
and multiplication and
consolidated our
understanding of time.

In this term we focused on
expanded noun phrases, adjectives,
retelling stories through drama and
create our own stories. We looked
at and described good and bad
characters from the Harry Potter
books. After learning about the
structure of a story we created a
problem to solve and wrote our
own magical story. Some of the
stories included a broken wand, a
fire at Hogwarts and being
magically locked out of the school
of witchcraft and wizardry!

Multicultural week is when we
can travel the world and learn
about lots about different
countries, cultures and traditions.
We made African marks to wear
while learning to perform a
traditional African dance. We
also learnt about Ghana,
Scotland, Canada, Kenya, South
Africa, USA, India, Spain and
Australia.

This year we have really enjoyed
P.E lessons and during the summer
term the warmer weather allows us
to get outside more. We have
enjoyed Athletics, cross country
running, short distance sprints and,
of course, Sports Day. Some
children were able to take part in the
Quad Kids: running, throwing and
jumping competition at the UEA and
the Tennis competition at Easton and
Otley College.

Whenever members of staff visited Fox Class they all recognised, and
took a moment to appreciate, our Claude Monet style paining.
Fox Class would also like to take a moment to appreciate those that
have helped us.
We were lucky to have so many parents/carers, grandparents,
siblings, aunties/uncles and friends get involved and show support
throughout the year.
Thank you very much!

